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Motor Factory Standard Drive Chains
These chains are designed, tested and manufactured exclu-
sively for Motor Factory to comply with the performance 
demands	of	Harley-Davidson	motorcycles.	Engineered	to	
exacting standards to guarantee long life and smooth opera-
tion. Aligned and seated pitches eliminate initial stretch and 
early wear. Tight precision assembly withstands high impacts 
and resists kinking. Shaved plate holes eliminate tapering and 
hairline cracks, ensuring even distribution of stress. Made with 
case hardened pins, wide side plates, and premium bushings. 
Includes master link. 

XLO Chain
Motor Factory XLO chains by Diamond Chain Company. The 
XLO series chain is a full 40% stronger than standard chain 
and features permanent O-ring lubrication that seals in lubri-
cant yet keeps out contaminants. These top of the line chains 
provide extra load-carrying capability and have a service life 
that averages four times that of a standard chain. Requires 
less maintenance than standard chains and due to less stretch-
ing, fewer adjustments are required.

O-Ring Chains
Available in various lengths.
17405 530 x 102
17406 530 x 104
17407 530 x 106
17408 530 x 110
17409 530 x 112
17410 530 x 120

Master Link
17411 O-Ring clip-style master link (Sold each)
Note: Because O-Ring chains are wider than standard drive chains, it is imperative that chain 
clearance to engine and frame components are checked after installation.

Heavy-Duty Chains
Available in various lengths.
17490 530 x 102
17491 530 x 104
17492 530 x 106
17495 530 x 110
17496 530 x 112
17497 530 x 120

Master Links
Chain locks available separately
17498 Heavy-Duty	clip-style	master	link	(Sold	each)
17499 Heavy-Duty	clip-style	half	link

Spares Kits
Spares kits include one master link, lubricant, four o-rings and one connecting 
link. See charts for applications and part numbers.

Size XLO 
Natural

XLO Chrome XLO Gold

530 x 102 081102

530 x 106 081106 601350

530 x 110 081110 601351

530 x 112 081112 601344 601352

530 x 120 081120 601353

Master link ea 601346 601354

Master link 10 pk

Spares kit n/a 601347 601355


